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WIND-TUNNEL INVEgTIGATION OF VARIOUS SMALL-SCALE 
ROTOR/WING CONFIGURATIONS FOR VTOL COMPOSITE 
AIRCRAFT IN THE CRUISE MODE 
By James  P. Shivers 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A subsonic wind-tunnel investigation of a small-scale rotor/wing VTOL airplane 
model has been conducted in a low-speed tunnel with a 12-foot (3.66 meter) octagonal 
test section at the Langley Research Center to determine the cruise-mode aerodynamic 
characteristics for eight planforms using the same fuselage., The rotor/wing VTOL air­
craft concept is one in which a rotor is used for hovering and low-speed flight, whereas 
for high-speed flight the rotor is stopped and serves  as a fixed wing. Five three-blade 
and three four-blade rotor/wing planforms were tested on a model with a conventional 
fuselage and tails. The investigation consisted of tes ts  in the cruise configuration to 
determine lift, drag, static stability and control characteristics, and the dynamic rolling-
stability derivatives. Studies with the rotor/wing fixed at various azimuth angles were 
made to determine the rolling and pitching moments due to variation of the azimuth angle 
and the effectiveness of the controls for countering these moments. 
The results of the investigation showed that the longitudinal stability and control 
characteristics for most of the wings were generally satisfactory and the lateral  stability 
and control characteristics were generally satisfactory when twin vertical tails were 
mounted at the tips of the horizontal tail. The three-blade rotor/wings experienced large 
pitching and rolling moments due to center-of-pressure shift as the blades were rotated 
through the azimuth range. The use of cyclic pitch control was found to be effective in 
reducing or  eliminating these moments. The four-blade rotor/wing did not experience 
appreciable moment changes with azimuth angle. 
INTRODUCTION 
A wind-tunnel investigation of a small-scale rotor/wing VTOL aircraft  model has 
been conducted in a low-speed tunnel with a 12-foot (3.66 meter) octagonal test section at 
the Langley Research Center to determine the aerodynamic and stability and control char­
acterist ics for eight planforms in the cruise mode. The rotor/wing VTOL aircraft  con­
cept is one in which a rotor is used for hovering and low-speed flight, whereas for 
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high-speed flight the rotor is stopped and serves  as a fixed wing. This concept is intended 
to combine the low downwash effects and high hovering efficiency of the helicopter rotor 
system with the high cruise-speed efficiency of the conventional fixed-wing airplane. In 
the present investigation five three-blade and three four-blade rotor/wing configurations 
were tested on the same fuselage. Tests were made for  a range of horizontal-tail heights 
with a single vertical tail and also with a twin-vertical-tail configuration on the center 
fuselage. 
The investigation consisted of tests to determine: (1)the lift, drag, and static lon­
gitudinal stability and control characteristics; (2) the static lateral stability and control 
characteristics; (3) the dynamic rolling-stability derivatives (for the five three-blade 
rotors only); (4) the rolling- and pitching-moment characteristics as a function of rotor 
azimuth position; and (5) the effect of cyclic pitch inputs to control the rolling and pitching 
moments associated with azimuth changes in starting and stopping the rotor system. 
SYMBOLS 
Longitudinal forces  and moments are referred to the stability system of axes. Lat­
e ra l  forces and moments a r e  referred to the body system of axes. Both axes systems a r e  
shown in figure 1. The moments a r e  referred to  the center-of-gravity position shown in 
figure 2. Dimensional quantities a r e  given in both U.S. Customary Units and the Inter­
national System of Units (SI). Conversion factors relating the two systems a r e  given in  
reference 1. 
A0 constant te rm in expression for 8; hence, mean-blade-pitch angle, deg 
A1 coefficient of -cos rc/ in expression for 8, deg or rad 
B1 coefficient of -sin rc/ in expression for 8, deg o r  rad 
b wing span, f t  (m) 
C chord, f t  (m) 
cav average wing chord, S/b, ft (m) 
CL lift coefficient, FL/qS 
CL,t lift coefficient of horizontal tail based on its area  
2 
CD 
‘D,t 
Cm 
Cm ,t 
Cn,t 
FD 
FL 
FY 
it 
it,mean 
it,R 
it,L 
k 

MX 
MY 
drag coefficient, FD/qS 
drag coefficient of horizontal tail based on its area 
pitching-moment coefficient, My/qSCav 
tail pitching -moment coefficient 
lateral-force coefficient, Fy/qS 
rolling-moment coefficient, Mx/qSb 
tail rolling-moment coefficient 
yawing-moment coefficient, MZ/qSb 
tail yawing-moment coefficient 
drag, lb (N) 
lift, lb (N) 
lateral force,  lb  (N) 
horizontal-tail incidence (positive for leading-edge-upward deflection), deg 
mean horizontal-tail incidence when right- and left-tail planes a r e  deflected 
differentially for rol l  control, deg 
incidence of right-horizontal-tail plane, deg 
incidence of left-horizontal-tail plane, deg 
reduced-frequency parameter,  wb/2V 
rolling moment, ft-lb (m-N) 
pitching moment, ft-lb (m-N) 
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X,Y 
a! 

E 

0 
@mean 
OR 

@L 
4 
yawing moment, ft-lb (m-N) 

rolling velocity, rad/sec 

aircraft rolling acceleration, rad/sec2 \\ 

free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/f t 2  (N/m2) 

wing area, f t2  (m2) 

tail area, f t2  (m2) 

free-stream velocity, ft/sec (m/sec) 

body reference axes 

ordinates for horizontal tail, f t  (m) 
angle of attack of wing, deg 
angle of sideslip, deg 
aircraft yawing acceleration, rad/sec2 
average downwash angle, deg 
feathering motion of blades with respect to plane of tip for rotating-rotor 
condition, A, - A1 cos * - B1 sin * . . .,deg or  rad 
incidence of rotor blades relative to rotor hub measured perpendicular to 
rotor radius, deg; positive incidence indicates that leading edges of right 
and left blades (in stopped rotor condition) a r e  deflected upward 
mean incidence of right and left rotor blades when deflected differentially for 
roll control in stopped-rotor condition, deg 
incidence of right rotor blade, deg 
incidence of left rotor blade, deg 
* 	 blade azimuth angle measured from downwind position in direction of rotation, 
deg or rad 
A rotor-blade-sweep angle, deg 
w angular velocity, rad/sec 
A increment between coefficient for mean-control-surface angle setting and 
coefficient for differentially deflected control surfaces 
aCY czp= ap CYp = ap 
A dot over a symbol represents a derivative with respect to time. 
MODEL 
A drawing of the model with rotor/wing 2 installed is shown in figure 2. Figure 3 
shows the model with rotor/wing 8 installed. Figure 4 shows the planforms of all eight 
rotor/wings that were investigated. 
The rotor/wing was oriented as shown in figure 2 for the three-blade rotors  and as 
shown in figure 3 for the four-blade rotors. The incidence of all rotor blades was 
adjustable about the 50-percent chord line. The airfoil section of the wing was a flat 
plate with rounded leading and trailing edges and tips. 
The horizontal tail, which is shown in figure 2, had an NACA 0012 airfoil section 
and could be mounted in any of the three vertical positions (high, mid, and low) as shown 
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in figure 2. The incidence of the horizontal tail was adjustable for pitch control, and the 
incidence of the right and left tail planes could be adjusted differentially for rol l  control. 
The model had a center vertical tail which had an  NACA 0012 airfoil section and 
was constructed to be detachable from the fuselage for vertical-tail-off tests. The lower, 
or ventral, par t  of the center vertical tail was used only when the horizontal tail was in  
the low position. Twin vertical flat-plate surfaces were added to the tips of the hori­
zontal tails (for mid-height position, only) to provide additional tail a r e a  for  some of the 
initial lateral-stability investigations. When it was found that the lateral  stability was 
improved, new vertical twin tails and a new horizontal tail were constructed and installed 
on the fuselage as shown in figure 3. These vertical tails had NACA 0012 airfoil sections 
and the horizontal tail had a cambered airfoil section instead of the symmetrical section 
originally used. The ordinates for the cambered tail a r e  listed in the table in  figure 3. 
TESTS 
Static-stability wind-tunnel tes ts  were made in a 12-foot (3.66 meter), low-speed, 
atmospheric tunnel with an octagonal cross  section. The model was sting mounted on an 
internal strain-gage balance to measure the forces and moments on the model. The tests 
were made over an angle-of-attack range from Oo to 36'. The schedule of tes ts  for all 
eight rotor/wings followed the same general pattern, although the tes t s  were more 
detailed o r  more extensive for some rotor/wings than fo r  others. Initially, rotor/wing 2 
was tested extensively and analysis of the results permitted reduction in  the test  matrix 
for the other configurations. 
Tests were made on the five three-blade rotor/wings to determine the lift, drag, 
and longitudinal stability and control characteristics of the model for three horizontal-
tail height positions and for the tails-off condition. Similar parameters were measured 
with the cambered horizontal tail mounted on the fuselage. These configurations were 
similar to a three-blade configuration tested on a powered model in the Langley full-scale 
tunnel and reported in reference 2. 
Lateral tes ts  were made at angles of sideslip of 5' and -5' to determine the static 
lateral-stability derivatives over the test  angle-of-attack range. A few lateral  t es t s  were 
also made for each rotor configuration over a range of sideslip angles of 20' to -20°, to 
determine whether the la teral  characteristics were linear functions of sideslip angles. 
Lateral-control tes ts  were made to determine the effectiveness of the rotor blades and of 
the horizontal tails as roll-control devices. 
In addition to the investigation with the rotor/wing stopped for the airplane mode, 
tests were also made to determine the rolling and pitching moments generated with the 
rotor/wing stopped at several  different azimuth angles to obtain aerodynamic data for use 
in analysis of the transition phase of flight. 
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Forced-oscillation tests were made to determine the dynamic rolling-stability 
derivatives of the model with the five three-blade rotors. These tests were made in the 
Langley full-scale tunnel by using the apparatus and technique described in reference 3. 
The oscillation tes ts  were made at a frequency of 1 cycle per  second (1 Hz) which gave a 
value of the reduced frequency parameter k of about 0.20. The tests were generally 
made at a dynamic pressure of about 4.0 psf (191.5N/m2), which corresponds to a value 
of Reynolds number of 400 000 based on the average wing chord of rotor/wing 2. 
As a supplement to  the force tests, tuft studies w e r e  made early in the program 
with rotor/wing 2 to determine the stall pattern of the wing, with particular emphasis 
placed on determining the effect of blade incidence in relieving blade stall. These studies 
were used as a guide in choosing the range of test  variables. During all tes ts ,  several  
tufts were used on the horizontal tail as a visual means of detecting tail stall. No tunnel 
wall corrections were applied to the data since the model was small relative to the size 
of either of the tunnels. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
An index to the test  data figures is presented in table I. Each of the eight par ts  of 
the table pertains to one of the eight rotor/wings sketched in figure 4. For convenience 
in data comparison for the various wings, summary plots have been made from the basic 
data figures to show the relative aerodynamic characteristics of the rotor/wings. The 
basic data a r e  presented in figures 5 to 31 and figures 34 to 145. 
presented in figures 146 to 153. 
The summary plots a r e  
Most of the discussion will be relative to these summary 
data. 
Wing- Flow Characteristics 
Photographs of tufts showing the flow over rotor/wing 2 a r e  presented as figures 32 
and 33. Figure 32 shows the flow pattern on the model in the airplane cruise condition 
and indicates an increase in spanwise flow of the boundary layer with increasing angle of 
attack that is typical of swept and delta wings. Figure 32 also shows that stalling on the 
blades starts at a lower angle of attack than on the triangular hub part  of the wing. The 
development of the pronounced spanwise flow and the stalling on the blades were delayed 
to higher angles of attack by the use of negative blade incidence. It appears from the tuft 
studies that it is desirable to use a blade incidence of 00 for angles of attack near Oo, and 
to use a blade incidence of at least -20' for angles of attack near that for wing stall. 
Consequently, values of blade incidence of Oo, -loo,and -20° were included in most of the 
series of force tests. 
The next series of photographs, figure 33, shows the flow behavior on the rotor/wing 
when it is oriented to different azimuth positions. At azimuth angles of 30' and 90' the 
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photographs show that the spanwise flow is asymmetrical. At those two azimuth angles 
the out-of-trim rolling moments a r e  at a maximum. The positions shown in the photo­
graphs are representative of those for the rotor as it starts and stops when in the transi­
tion mode. The rotor blades, for the case shown, are set at zero angle relative to the 
rotor hub. 
Lift and Drag 
A comparison of the lift and drag characteristics of the eight rotor/wing configura­
tions tested is presented in figures 146 and 147 for the horizontal tail off and the horizon­
tal tail on, respectively. The nondimensional aerodynamic coefficients a r e  based on the 
actual a reas  of each wing as listed in figure 4. The lift-curve slopes of the three-blade 
configurations a r e  generally linear up to the stall except that rotor/wing 4 has a reduction 
in slope beginning at an angle of attack of about 12O. This reduction in slope is probably 
a result  of tip stall on the swept rotor blades. The data of figure 146 for the four-blade 
configurations show that rotor/wing 8 experienced an abrupt stall and change in lift-curve 
slope near an angle of attack of about 8O,whereas the other four-blade configurations 
show a much higher stall angle of attack. This higher stall angle of attack of rotor/wings 
6 and 7 is believed to result ,  mainly, from a favorable interference effect between the 
fuselage and wing, since it is much too large to be attributed to differences in aspect ratio 
of the four-blade configurations. To determine the effect of blade sweep for rotor/wing 6 
the blades were swept 30° and 45O. There was a small  increase in maximum lift coeffi­
cient for these sweep angles. (See fig. 113.) 
Longitudinal Stability and Control 
From tests made with the horizontal tail at different vertical positions, it was found 
that best stability characteristics were obtained, generally, with the horizontal tail located 
in the mid-tail position for the single vertical tail or  center-fuselage position for the twin 
vertical tails. (See figs. 2 and 3.) The summary data of figure 147 a r e  presented for the 
model with the horizontal tail in center-fuselage position. (See fig. 3.) 
The pitching-moment data of figure 146 show that, as expected, all the configura­
tions were statically unstable with tail off except for  rotor/wings 3 and 4 at low angles of 
attack. Planforms 3 and 4,which have practically all their exposed area  behind the center 
of gravity, were statically stable until an increase in angle of attack caused the tips to 
stall. This tip stall, in turn, caused a forward shift in the aerodynamic center and thereby 
induced static instability for these rotor/wings. 
The data presented in figure 147 show that stability w a s  achieved by the addition of 
the tail for all the rotor/wing configurations with the exception of the delta wing 
(rotor/wing 5). Since the tail size remained constant for these tests,  those rotor/wings 
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with smaller areas generally have proportionally greater amounts of stability because of 
the large values of St/S. In figure 148 where aCm/aCL is plotted as a function of 
%/S, it is seen that for reasonable static stability the tail areas for most of the config­
urations could be reduced considerably. The major exception to this condition, however, 
is the case of the delta wing (rotor/wing 5). Past experience with delta wings has shown 
that a horizontal tail is generally ineffective behind such a planform because of the 
adverse variation in downwash characteristics. The downwash factor (1 - E),determined 
from the basic data (in the low angle-of-attack range) and presented in figure 149, shows 
that for rotor/wing 5 the value of (1 -3is only about 0.26, whereas for the other 
rotor/wings the values range between 0.36 to 0.58. 
Static Lateral Stability 
Effect of rotor/wing planform.- The data presented in figure 150 show the static 
lateral-stability characteristics for the configurations with vertical tail off. These data 
show, as expected, that all the configurations were directionally unstable with vertical 
tail off and that the instability generally increased at the higher angles of attack. The 
dihedral effect was positive (-c%J at low angles of attack for most of the rotor/wings and 
was negative (C4at the higher angles of attack. Rotor/wings 3 and 4 had negative dihe­
dra l  effect at much lower angles of attacks than did the other rotor/wings, apparently 
because of the very early tip stall which occurred with these configurations. 
Effect of vertical-tail arrangement.- From the basic data plots it w a s  found that the 
model with the center vertical tail was directionally unstable except at low angles of 
attack. (For example, see  figs. 68 and 69.) For this reason, vertical flat plate surfaces 
were installed on the tips of the horizontal tail as a means of improving the directional 
stability with angle of attack. Since this tail configuration was found to be more satisfac­
tory than the center tail for directional stability, newly designed twin vertical tails were 
used for the remainder of the investigation. All the comparison plots showing the effects 
of rotor/wing configuration on the lateral-stability characteristics, presented in fig­
ure  151, a r e  made for  the twin-tail configuration. 
The data of figure 151 indicate that all the configurations had directional stability 
over the test  angle-of-attack range with the exception of the delta-wing planform 
(rotor/wing 5) at high angles of attack. Rotor/wings 3 and 4 show the largest values of 
directional stability of the rotor/wings tested. It should be pointed out that the relative 
values of C"P a r e  compared for a tail of constant area.  Thus, wings having the smallest 
areas, such as rotor/wings 3 and 4,would be expected to have the highest values of direc­
tional stability because of the higher ratios of tail a rea  to wing area.  The dihedral effects 
of the rotor/wings with vertical tails on and off were generally similar. 
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Lateral Control 
The lateral control that can be provided by differential incidence of the right and 
left rotor blades is shown in figure 152. The data show that the rolling moment due to 
control deflections diminishes about 50 percent as the angle of attack is increased from 00 
to angles near the stall. The yawing moments due to control deflections are generally 
adverse, particularly for the higher angles of attack. It should be pointed out that the 
summary plots of figure 152 were made for the configurations having constant blade-pitch 
settings. The basic data plots (fig. 53 being typical) for the respective rotor/wings indi­
cate that it is possible to achieve increased rolling moments and reduced adverse yawing 
moments through the use of increasingly negative mean settings of the blade incidence 
(avoiding blade stall) as angle of attack is increased. 
In addition to the roll  control provided by differential incidence of the right and left 
rotor blades, the.basic data plots (fig. 54 being typical) for the respective rotor/wings 
also show that appreciable roll  control can be achieved by differential deflection of the 
right and left horizontal-tail planes. This control remains essentially constant with angle 
of attack when the tail surfaces a r e  deflected differentially from increasingly negative 
mean-incidence settings. The rolling moment produced by differential horizontal-tail 
deflection is more or l e s s  independent of wing planform and is not presented in the sum­
mary figures. 
Dynamic Rolling-Stability Derivatives 
Rolling-oscillation tests were made only for the five three-blade rotor/wings. The 
results of these tes ts ,  as summarized in figure 153, indicate that the model maintains 
damping in roll  (negative values of Czp + Czb) throughout the angle-of-attack range for  
rotor/wings 1, 2 ,  and 5 and that rotor/wings 3 and 4 maintain damping in roll  up to angles 
of attack of 26O and 28O, respectively. Subsequent loss of damping in  roll  for rotor/wings 
3 and 4 is associated with the early tip stall that occurred for these configurations. 
A comparison of the data of figure 153 with some of the basic data for tail-off con­
ditions indicates that the contribution of the tails to the damping in roll  was insignificant 
for rotor/wings 1, 2,  and 5. (See figs. 29, 56, and 109.) For rotor/wings 3 and 4, how­
ever, the contributions of th.e tails to damping in roll  became appreciable over some por­
tions of the angle-of-attack range. (See figs. 79 and 94.) 
Effect of Rotor Azimuth Angle 
In order to determine the effect of moment changes in roll  and pitch with a change 
in rotor azimuth angle, a ser ies  of angle-of-attack tes ts  at different azimuth angles were 
run. The number of azimuth angles was determined by the number needed to produce a 
smooth rolling- or pitching-moment curve. The rotor was first tested through an 
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azimuth-angle range with zero cyclic pitch to determine the magnitude of the rolling and 
pitching moments. Secondly, a first harmonic sine function of 15O was programed into 
the cyclic controls and then later a sine function of 30° was used to check moment varia­
tion for  varying degrees of cyclic pitch. Most of the cyclic control variations were made 
with rotor/wing 2, since data from this rotor/wing were needed to compare with a powered 
rotor/wing model with a similar wing planform that had been tested in the Langley full-
scale tunnel (ref. 4). Enough data were taken with the other rotor/wing models at different 
azimuth angles and cyclic pitch angles to determine the reaction of each rotor/wing to the 
various controls. 
The pitching- and rolling-moment coefficients (see fig. 58(b)) resulting from center­
of-pressure shift on the three-blade rotor/wing as the blades were rotated through an 
azimuth angle could be reduced (see fig. 58(c)) or  eliminated (see fig. 58(d)) by the use of 
cyclic pitch. It was found that the four-blade rotor/wings did not experience appreciable 
changes in  rolling and pitching moments with changes in azimuth angle (see figs. 123 
and 133) since there was no significant center-of-pressure shift as the blades were 
rotated. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A subsonic wind-tunnel investigation of a small- scale rotor/wing VTOL airplane 
has been conducted in a low-speed tunnel with a 12-foot (3.66 meter) octagonal test  sec­
tion at the Langley Research Center to determine the aerodynamic characteristics bf the 
model i n  the cruise mode. Five three-blade and three four-blade rotor/wing planforms 
were tested on a model with a conventional fuselage and tails. The results of the inves­
tigation may be summarized as follows: 
1. The rotor blades had a tendency to stall at the higher test  angles of attack. 
Stalling could generally be relieved by the use of negative blade incidence (of the order of 
10' to 20') with attendant improvements in longitudinal stability, dihedral effect, and roll-
control effectiveness of the blades. 
2. The longitudinal stability and control characteristics were generally satisfactory 
for the rotor/wings, except for the delta planform wing, which produced downwash char­
acterist ics that caused the horizontal tail to be relatively ineffective. 
3. With vertical tails located on the tips of the horizontal tail, the model.had positive 
directional stability over the angle-of-attack range for most of the rotor/wings. A center 
vertical tail was less satisfactory. 
4. The dihedral effect was generally positive at low angles of attack but became 
negative at higher angles of attack for  most of the rotor/wings. For some of the 
11 
rotor/wings, the dihedral effect changed from positive to negative at very low angles of 
attack because of wing-tip stall. 
5. Differential deflection of the right and left rotor blades appeared to  be a satis­
factory means of obtaining lateral  control for the rotor/wing configurations. Differential 
deflection of the horizontal tail was also effective. 
6.The three-blade rotor/wings experienced large pitching and rolling moments due 
to center-of-pressure shift as the blades were rotated through the azimuth range. The 
use of cyclic pitch control was found to be capable of reducing or eliminating these 
moments. 
7.The four-blade rotor/wings did not experience significant changes in rolling and 
pitching moments with changes in azimuth angle since there was no appreciable center­
of-pressure shift as the blades were rotated. 
Langley Research Center , 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration , 
Hampton, Va., July 13, 1970. 
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TABLE I.- SCHEDULE OF TESTS AND INDEX OF TEST DATA FIGURES 
(a) Rotor/wing 1 

Type of test Vertical tail 
Horizontal tail 
Position 
Blade 
incidence, 
0,deg 
Special
characterist ics Figures 
Off o f f  0, -10,-20 5 
Center Low 
0 
{I;: E 
Static 
longitudinal
stability 
Center Mid p-20 1 9\E 
Center High 0 12 
.o 
Twin :enter fuselage {I;: 
Static 
lateral 
stability 
Off 
Twin 
o f f  
o f f  
Twin 
Twin 
Twin 
Off 
Center fuselage
of f  
o f f  
Center fuselage
Center fuselage
Center fuselage 
-10 -10 
-10 
-10 
0,-10,-20 
0,-10,-20 
0,-10,-20 
p, variable 
p, variable 
p = *50 
.p = *50 
p = *50 
p = *50 
p = *50 
16 
17 
18 
19 
19 
20 
21 
Roll control 
effectiveness 
(blades) 
Off 
Twin 
Twin 
Twin 
Twin 
o f f  
Center fuselage 
Center fuselage 
Center fuselage 
Center fuselage 
@mean = 0 
Omean = 0 
Omean = 0 
@mean= -10 
h e a n  = -2C 
Differential 0 
Differential 0 
Differential 0 
Differential 0 
Differential 0 
22 
22 
23 
24 
25 
~ 
Roll control 
effectiveness 
(horizontal tail) 
Twin 
Twin 
Twin 
Center fuselage 
Center fuselage 
Center fuselage 
0 
0 
0 
Differential it 
Differential it 
Differential it 
26 
27 
28 
Roll oscillation 
off 
Center 
Center 
Off 
Mid 
Mid 
0 
0 
0,-10,-20 
Dynamic stabilitl 
Dynamic stabilit3 
Dynamic stabilitl 
29 
29 
30 
Cyclic control Twin Center fuselage 0 = 0  +, variable 31 
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TABLE I.- SCHEDULE OF TESTS AND INDEX OF TEST DATA FIGURES - Continued 
1Type of tes t  Vertical tail 
Center 
Center 
Static 
longitudinal Center 
stability 
Center 
Twin 
Horizontal tail 
characteristics Center 
Off 
Center 
Center 
Twin 
Off 
static Center 
la teral  Center Twinstability Center 
Twin 
Center 
Twin 
Center + tip
Twin 
:enter, off/on
Roll control 
effectiveness 
(blades) Center 
Center 
Roll control 
effectiveness 
(horizontal tail) 
Twin 
renter, off/onI oscillation :enter, off/on 
L 
Center 
cycl ic  Center 
control Twin 
Center 
14 
(b)Rotor/wing 2 
Horizontal tail Blade Special
Incidence, incidence, characteristics 
i t ,  deg 
0, deg 
0,-10,-20 a,variable 
0 9, a,variable 
0,-10,-20 

0,-5, -10 

0, -5,-10,-15 

00, -5, -10 1-10 
0 
D, -10,-20,-3C 
{-lo 
-20 
SjjmetricalVariable 0 airfoil section 
-10 p, variable 
-10 8, variable 
-20 p, variable 
-10 
0, -10,-20 
p, variable 
p = *50 
-10 p = *50 
-10 p = *50 
-10 p = *50 
0,-10,-20 p = *50 
0, -10,-20 p = *50 
0,-10,-20 R = +50 
0,-10,-20 
-10 
-10 
@mean = 0 Differential 0 
@mean = 0 
>mean = -10 Differential 0 
>mean = -20 
0 Differential it 
0 Xfferential i t  
0 ynamic stability
0,-10,-20 ynamic stability 
Hub alone 9,variable e = o  *,variable 
= -15 sin 9 9, variable 
= -30 sin +, variable 
Position 
off 
Low 
Mid 
High 
Center fuselagc 
Mid 
Off 
Mid 
Mid 
:enter fuselagc
Off 
Off 
Mid 
:enter fuselagc
Mid 
:enter fuselagc
Mid 
:enter fuselage
Mid 
:enter fuselage 
Mid, off/on 
Mid 
Mid 
:enter fuselage 
Mid, off/on
Mid 
Mid 
Mid 
'enter fuselage
Mid 
TABLE I.- SCHEDULE OF TESTS AND INDEX OF TEST DATA FIGURES - Continued 
(c) Rotor/wing 3 
Type of test Vertical tail 
Center 
Center 
s ta t ic  
longitudinal Center 
stability 
Center 
Twin 

Off 
Center 
Twin 
Off 
Static Center 
la teral  Center 
stability Center Twin 
Center 
Twin 
Horizontal tail 
Position 
Off 
Low 
Mid 
High 

Center fuselage 
Off 

Mid 

Center fuselage

off_ _  
off 

Mid 

Mid 

Center fuselage

Mid 

Blade Specialincidence, characteristics Figures 0, deg 
0, -10, -20 
0

{2: 

0 

[:E 
0 

0

12: 

-10 8, variable 64 
-10 p, variable 65 -10 p ,  variable 66 
0, -10, -20 p = *50 67 
-10 p = *50 68 
-10 p = *50 68 
0, -10, -20 p = i50  
0, -10, -20 p = *50 
0, -10, -20 p = *50 
0, -10, -20 p = *50 
-10 p = *50 
@mean = 0 Differential 8 
@mean = 0 Differential 0 
@mean = 0 
Differential 0 
@mean = 0
0mean = -10 Differential 0 
Bmean = -20 
Differential it 
Differential it 
0 Iynamic stability
0 Iynamic stability
0, -10, -20 Iynamic staijility 
Center fuselage
Mid andCenter and twir center fuselage 
Off Off 
Center Mid 
Roll control 
effectiveness 
Center Mid 
(blades) 
Twin Center fuselage 
Center Mid 
Roll control 
effectiveness 
(horizontal tail) 
Twin Center fuselage 
off 
Roll oscillation 	 Center 
Center 
Cyclic control Center Mid 0 0 = 0  9,variable 81 
15 

I 
TABLE I.- SCHEDULE OF TESTS AND INDEX OF TEST DATA FIGURES - Continued 
(d) Rotor/wing 4 
Horizontal tail Blade 
Type of test tail 
Off 
Center 
static 
longitudinal Center 
stability 
Center 
Twin 
Off
Istatic Twin lateral  Off stability Twin Twin 
Roll control 
effectiveness Twin 
(blades) 
Roll control 
effectiveness Twin 
(horizontal tail) 
off
I ROU oscillation Center 
Vertical 
Position 
Off 
Low 

Mid 
High 
:enter fuselage 
off 
:enter fuselage
Off 
:enter fuselage 
:enter fuselage 
:enter fuselage 
:enter fuselage 
o f f  
Mid 
Special
Incidence, incidence, characteristics Figurer 
it, deg 0,deg 
0, -10, -20 
0, -10, -20 	 I- 1: 
(-20 
0 
0, -10, -20 [:E 
0 

0, -10, -20 f- 10 

(-20 

0 
0, -10, -20 1-10 
(-20 
-10 8, variable -10 8, variable 
0, -10, -20 p = *50 
0, -10, -20 p =  *50 
0, -10, -20 p =  *50 
~~ 
@mean= 0 
Omean = -lC Differential O 
Om,,, = -20 
0 = 0  Differential it 
0 lynamic stability-10 0 lynamic stability
Center Mid -10 0, -10, -20 lynamic stability 
Cyclic control Center Mid 0 0 J/, variable 
16 

TABLE I.- SCHEDULE OF TESTS AND INDEX OF TEST DATA FIGURES - Continued 
(e) Rotor/wing 5 
Horizontal tail 
Type of test Vertical tail 
o f f  
Center 
Static 
longitudinal Center 
stability 
Center 
Position 
o f f  
Low 

Mid 
High 
Center fuselage 
off 

Center fuselage
of f  
Center fuselage
Center fuselage 
Center fuselage 
Center fuselage 
o f f  
Mid 
Mid 
Blade 
Incidence, incidence, 
it, deg 0, deg 
0,-10,-20 

0 ,  -10,-20 
0 
0,-10,-20 

-10 -10 
0 ,  -10,-20 
0, -10,-20 
0,-10,-20 
h e a n  = 0 
@mean= -10 
@mean= -20 
0 0 
Special
characteristics Figures 
p, variable 
p, variable 
p = *50 
p = i50 
p = *50 
~ 
Differential 0 
Differential it 
Dynamic stability
Dynamic stability 
q, variable 
102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

109 

109 

110 

Twin 
o f f  
Twin 
of f  
Twin 
Twin 
Twin 
Twin 
o f f  
Static 
lateral  
stability 
Roll control 
effectiveness 
(blades) 
Roll  control 
effectiveness 
(horizontal tail) 
.~ 
Roll oscillation Center 
Cyclic control Center 
17 

TABLE I.- SCHEDULE OF TESTS AND INDEX OF TEST DATA FIGURES - Continued 
(f) Rotor/wing 6 

Type of test Vertical 
Horizontal tail Blade Special
tail Position Incidence, 
incidence, characteristics Figure2 
it, deg 8,deg 
Off Off 0, -5, -10, -15 111 

Static 
longitudinal Twin Center fuselage -5, -10, -15 
stability 
Twin Center fuselage -5 0 3lade sweep angle Oo, 30°, 45' 113 

Horizontal tail 

characteristics Twin Center fuselage Variable 0 ( Y =  00 114 

off -10 p ,  variable 115
Static Twin -10 116
lateral off I ,  -5, -10, -15 p ,p variable 117
= *50
stability Twin Center fuselage -5, -10, -15 j3 = i50 118
Twin Center fuselage -10 p = *50 	 119 

- .  . 

Twin Center fuselage Differential 0 120 

3011 control 12l(a)
effectiveness Twin ?enter fuselage Differential 0 121(b)(blades) 12l(c) 
loll control it,mean =. 0 122(a) 
effectiveness Twin lenter fuselage it,mean = -5 Differential it [122(b) 
(horizontal tail) 
Zyclic control Twin :enter fuselage 	 -10 9,variable 123 1

~ 
 .. 
18 
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TABLE 1.- SCHEDULE OF TESTS AND INDEX OF TEST DATA F’IGURES - Continued 
(g) Rotor/wing 7 
Type of tes t  Vertical 
Horizontal tail Blade Special 
tail Position Incidence, 
incidence, :haracteristics Figures 
it, deg 0,deg 
~. ._ _  
Off Off I ,  -5, -10, -15 
Static 
longitudinal 
Twin Center fuselage -5, -10, -15 1iistability 
-10 p,  variable 126 
Static Off off -10 p, variable 127 
lateral  	 Twin Center fuselage D, -5, -10, -15 p = i 50  128Off Offstability Twin Center fuselage -5, -10, -15 p = i50  129 
-
Twin, :enter fuselage, @mean= 0 Differential O * 130 off/on off/on
Roll control 
effectiveness 131(a) 
(blades) Twin Center fuselage Differential 0 	 131(b) 
131(c) 
Roll control 
132(a) 
effectiveness 132(b) 
(horizontal tail) Twin Center fuselage 0 Differential it 132(c) 
132(d) 
-~ -. . 
Cyclic control Twin Center fuselage 0 = 0  Q,variable 133 -._ .. 
19 

TABLE I.- SCHEDULE OF TESTS AND INDEX OF TEST DATA FIGURES - Concluded 
Type of test Verticar---tail c 
Off 
static 
longitudinal
stability Twin 
o f f  
Static Twin 
lateral off 
stability Twin 
Twin 
Twin,
off/on
off 
Roll control 
effectiveness 
(blades) 
Twin 
Roll control 
effectiveness Twin 
(horizontal tail)
L~1 cyclic control Twin Twin 
20 

(h) Rotor/wing 8 
~~ 
Horizontal tail Blade 
Position 
off 

Center fuselagc 
off 

Centerfiselage 

o f f  

Center fuselage

Center fuselage 

:enter fuselage

off/on

Off 

:enter fuselage 

:enter fuselage 

!enter fuselage

!enter fuselage 

~~ SpecialIncidence, incidence, characteristici Figure2 
it, deg 0, deg 
, -5, -10, -15, -2( 134 
0, -5, -10, -15 
-10 
-10 
0, -5, -10, -15 
0, -5, -10, -15 
0, -5, -10, -15 
%,an = 0 
&lean = 0 
omean = 0 
Omean = -5 
@mean = -10 
Om,, = -15 
0 
0 = 0  
0= -10 sin 41) 
- ~~ 
p, variable 136
8, variable 137 
p = *50 138 
p = *50 139 
p = *50 140 
Iifferential O 141 
lifferential e 142 
143(a) 
Iifferential 0 	 143(b) 143(c) 
143(d) 
144(a) 
lifferential it [144(b) 
I), variable
9,variable 
-~ 
Y 
Figure 1.- System of axes used in the investigation. Arrows indicate positive 
directions of moments, forces, and angles. 
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N 
N 
Typical sections 
c / f \  
A - A  
c - c  
a 

0 10 m 
Scale 
Figure 2.- Drawing of model with rotor/wing 2. Dimensions in inches (cm). 

-- 
ORDINATES FOR HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACE 
statim, x Y u i w  y l m r  
paentchord in. l cml  in. lcml I".lLInl 
0 0 a224 10.5691 1124 la5691  
L25 1075  111911 .,m t:.mBI .w) I ,2361 I 
7 50 .- ~ ~ 
5.m .3m I ,7621 .580 11.4131 .OnI ,0691 
7.50 .450 Il.l43l .m1i.7011 .om1 .m71  
1O.W ,600IL5241 .735118671 0 
150 I -3811 ,475 11.2011 ,016 I ,1421 
Center 01 rotor and -// 
center 01 gravity Ul

Rotorlmng 8 ­
1126DI 
t-t1%­
1 -
__--
RNl"S3.3 
i MO I% 41167.81 
Twin vertical hili -'1 
Camkrtd horizontal tail center luselqe 
Figure 3.- Drawing of model with rotor/wing 8. Dimensions in inches (cm). 
A A A  
A A 
2.88 3.75 
10.271 11.141 I::] 4'87 
5.56 3.58 
10.521 
10.501 
10.311 
Figure 4.- Sketch of rotor/wing planforms and table of proper t ies .  
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I 
-.4 1 1  

-10 0 10 20 30 40 .2 0 -.2 

Figure 5.- Longitudinal aerodynamic charac te r i s t ics .  T a i l s  off; 
rotor/wing 1. 
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.. .- -.. .. .... _._. .,... - . .. , , , , . 
I !  it' 
c I 
0 -10 
0 -20 
cD 
11111 

-10 0 10 m 30 40 .4  .2 0 -.2 
a, deg c m  
Figure 6.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Low horizontal 
tail; center vertical tail; o = 0'; rotor/wing 1. 
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ill 
it' deg 
0 0 
0 -10 
-20 
. 2  
CD 
0 

-.2 

-.4 ~ 
-10 0 10 20 30 . 2  0 -.2 
Figure 7.- Longitudinal aerodynamic charac te r i s t ics .  Low horizontal  
ta i l ;  center v e r t i c a l  ta i l ;  o = -10'; rotorlwing 1. 
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c m  
CL 

CD 

. 4  
.2 
0 

-.2 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
. 8  
.6 

. 4  
.2 
0 

-.2 
-10 0 10 20 30 . 4  .2 0 -.2 
P 

Figure 8.-Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Low horizontal 
tail; center vertical tail; o = -200; rotor/wing 1. 
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. 6  
.4 
c m  .2 
0 
-.2 
1.6 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
.8 

.6 

.4  
.2 
CO 
0 .  
-.2 
--4 e20 
dc 
0 0 
0 
0 
-10 
-20 
11 
-10 0 30 40 . 6  .4  .2 0 -.2 
Figure 9.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Mid horizontal tail; 
center vertical tail; o = 00; rotor/wing 1. 
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CL 
.6  
jlll 
.4 I l l  
, dec 
.2 0 
-10 
-20 

0 

-.2 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 

.8 

CL 

.6 

. 4  
.2 
cD 

0 

-.2 
-.4 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 .6 . 4  0 -.2 
Figure 10.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Mid horizontal tail; 
center vertical tail; e = -10'; rotor/wing 1. 
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.6 
.4  
‘ m  . 2  
0 

-.2 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
.a 
cL 
.6 

. 4  
. 2  
CD 
0 

-.2 
-_4 
-10 0 10 20 
i30 
40 .6 	 . 2  0 -.2 
‘ m  
Figure 11.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Mid horizontal tail; 
center vertical tail; O = -200; rotor/wing 1. 
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. 4  
.2 
0 
-.2 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
.8 

.6 

. 4  
.2 
0 
- 9 
-.L 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 .4 0 -.2 

a, deg c m  
Figure 12.- Longitudinal aerodynamic cha rac t e r i s t i c s .  High horizontal  ta i l ;  
cente,r v e r t i c a l  ta i l ;  it = 00; o = 00; rotorlwing 1. 
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'm 
cL 
cD 

. 4  
.2  
0 

-.2 
1.6 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
. a  
.6 

. 4  
.2 
0 
-.2 -10 0 30 40 . 4  
l i l  m 
0 
~ 
0 -.2 ,. 
Figure 13.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Horizontal tail 

at center fuselage; twin vertical tails at tip of horizontal tails; 

o = 00; rotor/wing 1. 
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.4 
.2 
c m  

4 

0 

-.2 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
.8 

CL 

! I
.6 t l  I i  
I .
/ I
. 4  l i  
I /
: I  
. .  
20 30 210 . 4  .2 0 -.2 
Figure 14.- Longitudinal aerodynamic cha rac t e r i s t i c s .  Horizontal t a i l  
at center  fuselage; twin v e r t i c a l  ta i ls  at t i p  of horizontal  t a i l s ;  
o = -100; rotor/&& 1. 
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.4  
.2 
‘m 
0 	 0 0 
0 -10 
0 -20 
-.2 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
.a 
.6 

.4  
.2 
CD 
0 

-.2 
-_4 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 . 4  . 2  0 -.2 
‘m 
Figure 15.- Longitudinal aerodynamic charac te r i s t ics .  Horizontal t a i l  
at  center  fuselage; twin v e r t i c a l  t a i l s  at  t i p  of horizontal  t a i l ;  
O = -200; rotor/wing 1. 
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CL 
.5 

0
CY 
-.5 1I l l1 
.IO 	 0 
0 
A 
.05 b 
c"  0 
-.05 
-.10 
.05 

0 

-.05 -20 -15 -10 -5 5 10 
Figure 16.- Sideslip characteristics. Tail: off; 0 = -100; 
rotor/wing 1. 
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20 
1.0 
.5 
0 
-.5 
-1.0 
.10 
.05 
c" 0 
-.05 
-.10 
.05 
0 
-.05 
ta 
0 0 
8 
0 16 
a 24 
b 32 
Ill: 

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 
Figure 17.- Sideslip characteristics. Horizontal tail at 
center fuselage; twin vertical tails at, tip of horizon­
tal tail; it = -loo; 0 = -100;rotor/wing 1, 
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0 

C -.02 
0 

-10 -.04 - _  -20 
0 

-.002 
C
% -.004 
-.006 
..006 
.004 
Cb 
/ / / i / I  
1 1 1  
-10 0 10 20 30 
Figure 18.- S ta t i c  l a t e r a l  s t a b i l i t y  der ivat ives .  
Ta i l s  o f f ;  rotor/wing 1. 
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-.04 
.004 
.002 
0 
-.002 
-.004 
-.006 
.004 
.002 
Cb 
0 
-.002 
-10 0 10 
't' 

Horizontal and 
vertical tails o 
0 
-10 
20 30 40 
Figure 19.- Effect  of v e r t i c a l  and horizontal  t a i l  
on s t a t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y  der ivat ives .  Twin 
v e r t i c a l  tails; horizontal  t a i l  at center  fuse­
lage; o = -100; rotor/wing 1. 
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C 
C 
yP 

Onset of 
tail stall 
C 
nP 
Cb 
-10 0 10 20 30 
Figure 20.- Static lateral-stability derivatives. 
Twin vertical tails at tip of horizontal tail; 
horizontal tail at center fuselage; it = O o j  
rotor/wing 1. 
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it' deg 0,deg 
0 0 
-10 -10 
-10 -20 

0 
-.04 
.w 
0 
.006 

.004 
.M)2 
Cb 
0 
-.002 
horizontal­
0 10 20 30 
a, deg 
Figure  21.- S t a t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y  d e r i v a t i v e s  
f o r  combinations of  0 and it. Twin v e r t i ­
c a l  tai ls;  h o r i z o n t a l  t a i l  at c e n t e r  fu se l age ;  
rotor /wing 1. 
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.02 
‘n 0 
-.02 
Vertical and 
Ho rizonta I ta iIs 
.04 I 0 0 g l :  0 -10 0 Off Off On, i =O 
-10 On, it =O1 2 :;set of horizontal­
.02 
‘Z 

0 

-.02 
. l o  0 10 20 30 
4 deg 

Figure 22.- Effect  of ta i ls  on la te ra l -cont ro l  char­
a c t e r i s t i c s  with rotor blades used f o r  control .  
Twin v e r t i c a l  tai ls;  horizontal  t a i l  at center  
fuselage; rotor/wing 1. 
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.1 
0 
-.1 
.02 
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.04 
.02 
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-.02 
0 0 
10 -10 
20 -20 
Onset of horizontal 
tail stall 
I 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 
Figure 23.- Lateral-control characteristics with 
rotor blades used for control. Twin vertical 
tails; horizontal tail at center fuselage; 
it = 00; Omean = 00;  rotor/wing 1. 
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c Z  .02 .02 
0 c Z  0 
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-.02 
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a, deg 4 deg 
Figure 24.- Lateral-control characteristics with Figure 25.- Lateral-control characteristics with 
rotor blades used for control. Twin vertical rotor blades used for control. Twin vertical 
tails; horizontal tail at center fuselage; tails; horizontal tail at center fuselage; 
it = -100; omean = -100; rotor/wing 1. it = - 2 0 ~ ;  %can = -200; rotor/wing 1. 
20 -20 
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.1 __-
I=====-
.1 -~ -I­
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=L- it, L it, R-.1 -.1 a­0 0 o--, o -10 -10 
___I 0 0 -20 
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-.02 
_______­.04 .04 __-____A__ 
.02 .02 
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-.02 -.02 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
a, deg a, deg 
Figure 26.- Lateral-control characteristics with Figure 27.- Lateral-control characteristics with 
horizontal tail used f o r  control. Twin ver- horizoatal tail used for control. Twin ver­
tical tails; horizontal tail at center fuse- tical tails; horizontal tail at center fuse­
lage; o = 00; it,mean = 00; rotorlwing l. lage; @ = 00-
J it,mean = -100; rotor/wing 1. 
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Figure 28.-Lateral-control characteristicswith 
horizontal tail used f o r  control. Twin vertj­
cal tails; horizontal tail at center fuselage; 
o = 00;  it,mean = -200; rotor/wing 1. 
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(a) Out-of-phase derivatives. 
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(b) In-phase derivatives. 

Figure 29.- Effect of tails on dynamic-stability derivatives measured in rolling-
oscillation tests. Center vertical tail; mid horizontal tail; 0 = 00;  
rotor/wing 1. 
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( a )  Out-of-phase der ivat ives .  In-phase der ivat ives .  
Figure 30.- Effect of ro tor  blade incidence on dynamic-stability der ivat ives  
measured i n  ro l l ing-osc i l la t ion  t e s t s .  Center v e r t i c a l  t a i l ;  m i d  hori­
zontal  t a i l ;  it rotor/wing 1. 
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Rotor azimuth position, V, deg 
Figure 31.- Effect of azimuth position on lift coeffi­
cient and rolling- and pitching-moment coefficient 
f o r  changes in model angle of attack. @ = Oo; 
it = -5O;  horizontal tail at center fuselage; 
rotor/wing 1. 
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-10 
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a = -2O a = 0" 

(a) a = -20; a = oO. L- 70-4723 

Figure  3 2 . - Tuf t - tes t  r e su l t s  f o r  rotor /wing i n  stopped mode. Rotor/wing 2. 
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a = 2" a = 4" 
(b1 a. = 20; a, = 4O.  L-70-4724 
Figure  3 2 .  - Continued. 
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a = 6" 
( c )  a = 6'; a = �3'. 
Figure 32. - Continued. 
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a = 10" 
( a )  a = 100; a = 120. L-70-4726 
Figure 32.- Continued. 
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Figure 33 .- Tuft-test results f o r  rotorlwing at various azimuth 
angles. O = 00; rotorlwing 2 .  
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Figure 33.- Continued. 
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Figure 33.- Concluded. 
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Figure 36.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Mid horizontal tail; 
center vertical tail; rotor/wing 2 .  
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Figure 40.- Sideslip characteristics. Tails off; 0 = -10'; 
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Figure 39.- Lift and drag character­
istics of horizontal tail based 
on tail area. Center vertical 
tail; m i d  horizontal tail; 
o = 00;  a = 00; rotorlwing 2. 
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Figure 42.- Sides l ip  charac te r i s t ics .  Center v e r t i c a l  t a i l ;  
mid horizont a1 tail ;  it = -100; -200; ro tor  /wing 2 ;  
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Figure 43.- Sides l ip  charac te r i s t ics .  Twin ver t ica l  
tai ls;  horizontal  t a i l  at  center fuselage; 
it = -100; o = -100; rotor/wing 2. 
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Figure 44.-S t a t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y  
der ivat ives .  T a i l s  off  j 
ro t  or/wing 2. 
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Figure 45.- Effect of horizontal  t a i l  on 
s tati c  late ra l - s t  a b i l i t y  der ivat ives  . 
Center v e r t i c a l  ta i l ;  m i d  hor izontal  
tai l ;  o = -loo; rotor/wing 2. 
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Figure 46.- Effect  of horizontal  t a i l  on 
s t a t i c  l a t e r a l - stabi l i t y  der ivat ives  . 
Twin v e r t i c a l  ta i ls  j horizontal  t a i l  at 
center  fuselage; o = -10'; rotorlwing 2. 
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Figure 47.- S t a t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y-
derivat ives .  Center v e r t i c a l  t a i l ;  
mid horizontal  t a i l ;  it = 0'; 
rotor/wing 2. 
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Figure 48.- S t a t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y  deriv­
a t ives .  Twin v e r t i c a l  tai ls;  horizontal  
t a i l  at center fuselage; it = oO;
rotor/wing 2. 
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Figure 49.- S t a t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y  deriv­
a t ives  f o r  combinations of 0 and it. 
Center v e r t i c a l  ta i l ;  mid horizontal  
t a i l ;  rotor/wing 2. 
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Figure 50.- S t a t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y  
d e r i v a t i v e s  f o r  combinations of 0 
and it. Twin v e r t i c a l  ta i ls ;  h o r i ­
z o n t a l  t a i l  at  c e n t e r  fu se l age ;  
rotor/wing 2. 
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Figure 51.- Effect of v e r t i c a l - t a i l  configuration on s t a t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y  der ivat ives .  
O = -100; rotor/wing 2. 
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Figure 52.- Effect of t a i l s  on l a t e r a l -
control  charac te r i s t ics  with ro tor  
blades used f o r  control .  Center ver­
t i c a l  t a i l ;  m i d  hor izontal  t a i l ;  
%e, = 00;  rotorlwing 2. 
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Figure 53.- Lateral-control characterist ics with rotor blades used f o r  control. Center ver t ica l  t a i l ;  
mid horizontal tai l ;  rotorlwing 2.  
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Figure 54.- Lateral-control characteristics with horizontal tail used for control. 
Center vertical tail; mid horizontal tail; 0 = Oo; rotor/wing 2. 
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Figure 53.- Lateral-control characteristicswith horizontal tail used for control. Twin 
vertical tails; horizontal tail at center fuselage; 0 = Oo*, rotorlwing 2 .  
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Figure 56.- Effect of tails on dynamic-stability derivatives measured in 
rolling-oscillation tests. Center vertical tail; mid horizontal tail; 
o = 00;  rotor/wing 2. 
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Figure 57.- Effect of rotor-blade incidence on dynamic-stability derivatives 
measured in rolling-oscillationtests. Center vertical tail; mid horizontal 
tail; it = -100; rotor/wing 2. 
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Figure 58.- Effect of azimuth position on lift coefficient and rolling and pitching-
moment coefficients for changes in model angle of attack. Rotor/wing 2. 
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Figure 58.- Concluded. 
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Figure 59.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. 
Horizontal tail off; center vertical tail; 
rotor/wing 3 .  
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Figure 60.-Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Low horizontal tail; 
center vertical tail; rotor/wing 3 .  
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Figure 61.-Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Mid horizontal tail; 
center vertical tail; rotorlwing 3 .  
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Figure 61.-Continued. 
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Figure 62.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. 
Center vertical tail; horizontal tail in high posi­
tion; it = 0'; 0 = 0 0 ;  rotor/wing 3 .  
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Figure 63.-Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Horizontal 
tail at center fuselage; twin vertical tails; rotor/wing 3 .  
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Figure 70.- S t a t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y  
der ivat ives .  Twin v e r t i c a l  t a i l s  
horizontal  t a i l  at center  fuselag 
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Figure 69.- S ta t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y  
der ivat ives .  Center v e r t i c a l  
t a i l ;  mid horizontal  t a i l ;  
it = 00; rotorlwing 3. 
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Fig'iwe 68.- Effect of horizontal  t a i l  
on s t a t i c  l a t e ra l - s t ab i l i t y  deriv­
a t ives .  Center v e r t i c a l  t a i l ;  mid 
horizontal  t a i l ;  0 = -10'; 
rotor/wing 3. 
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Figure 71.- Static lateral-stability 
derivatives for combinations of 
0 and it. Center vertical tail; 
mid horizontal tail; rotor/wing 3. 
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Figure 73.- Effec t  of v e r t i c a l - t a i l  
configurati.on on s t a t i c  l a t e r a l -
s t a b i l i t y  der iva t ives .  0 = -10'; 
it = -100; rotor/wing 3 .  
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Figure 74.- Effec t  of ta i ls  on lateral-
cont ro l  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  with ro to r  
blades used f o r  cont ro l .  Center 
v e r t i c a l  tai l ;  m i d  hor izonta l  ta i l ;  
%can = 00;  rotorlwing 3 .  
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Figure 75.- Lateral-control characteristics with rotor blades used for control. Center vertical tail; mia 
horizontal tail; rotorlwing 3 .  
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Figure 76.- Lateral-control characteristics with the rotor blades used for control. Twin vertical tails; hori­
zontal tail at*center fuselage; rotor/wing 3 .  
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Figure 77.- Lateral-control characteristics with horizontal tail used for control. Center vertical tail; mid 
horizontal tail; 0 = Oo; rotor/wing 3. 
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Figure 78.-Lateral-control characteristics with horizontal tail used for control. Twin vertical tails; 
horizontal tail at center fuselage: 0 = Oo: rotorhinn 3. 
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Figure 79.- Effec t  of ta i ls  on dynamic s t a b i l i t y  der iva t ives  mea­
sured i n  ro l l i ng -osc i l l a t ion  t e s t s .  Center v e r t i c a l  t a i l ;  mid 
hor izonta l  ta i l ;  0 = 0’; rotor/wing 3 .  
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Figure 80.-Effect of rotor-blade incidence on dynamic-stability 
derivatives measured in rolling-oscillation tests. Center 
vertical tail; mid horizontal tail; it = -loo; rotor/wing 3 .  
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Figure 81.-Effect of azimuth on lift 
coefficient and rolling- and 
pitching-moment coefficients for 
changes in model angle of attack. 
it = oO; = oO; rotor/wing 3 .  
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Figure 82.- Longitudinal aerodynamic character­
istics. Tails off; rotor/wing 4. 
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Figure 83.-Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Low horizontal 

tail; center vertical tail; rotor/wing 4. 
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Figure 83.- Continued. 
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Figure 83.- Concluded. 
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(a) o = 00.  
Figure 84.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Mid horizontal tail; 
center vertical tail; rotor/wing 4. 
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(b) 0 = -loo. 
Figure 84.- Continuea. 
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Figure 84.-Concluded. 
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Figure %5.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. High horizontal tail; 
center vertical tail; rotorlwing 4. 
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(b) 0 = -100. 
Figure �35.- Continued. 
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Figure 85.- Concluded 
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Figure 86.-Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. 

Horizontal tail at center fuselage; twin vertical 

tailsj rotor/wing 4. 
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Figure 86.- Continued. 
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Figure 86.- Concluded. 
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Figure 87.-Sideslip characteristics. Figure 88.-Sideslip characteristics. 
Tails off; 0 = -10'; rotor/wing 4. Twin vertical tailsj horizontal tail 
at center fuselage; it = -loo; 
o = -10'; rotor/wing 4. 
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Figure 89.- S t a t i c  l a t e r a l - Figure 90.- S t a t i c  l a t e r a l - Figure 91.- S t a t i c  lateral-
s t a b i l i t y  der iva t ives .  s t a b i l i t y  der iva t ives .  s t a b i l i t y  der iva t ives  
T a i l s  o f f ;  rotor/wing 4.  	 Twin v e r t i c a l  t a i l s ;  for combinations of 0 
hor izonta l  t a i l  at  cen- and it. Twin v e r t i c a l  
t e r  fuselage;. it = o O ;  t a i l s ;  hor izonta l  t a i l  
rotor/wing 4.  at  center  fuselage; 
rotor/wing 4. 
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( b )  it = -10’; ( c )  it = -20’; 
= -100. Omean = -200. 
Figure 92.- Latera l -cont ro l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  with r o t o r  blades used for cont ro l .  Twin 
v e r t i c a l  t a i l s ;  ho r i zon ta l  t a i l  at cen te r  fuselage;  rotor/wing 4.  
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Figure 93.- Lateral-control characteristicswith horizontal tail used for control. !bin
vertical tails; horizontal tail at center fuselage; 8 = Oo; rotor/wing 4. 
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Figure 94.-Effect of tails on dynamic-stability deriva­
tives measured in rolling-oscillation tests. Center 
vertical tail; mid horizontal tail; 0 = Oo; 
rotorlwing 4. 
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Figure 95.- Effec t  of rotor-blade incidence on dynamic-
s t a b i l i t y  der iva t ives  measured i n  ro l l i ng -
o s c i l l a t i o n  tes t s .  Center v e r t i c a l  t a i l ;  mid hor i ­
zonta l  t a i l ;  it = -10'; rotor/wing 4.  
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Figure 96.- Effect of azimuth posi­
tion on lift coefficient and 
rolling- and pitching-moment 
coefficients for changes in 
model angle of attack. 
it = 00; o e 00; 
rotor/wing 4. 
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Figure 97.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Tails off; 
rotor/wing 5. 
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Figure 98.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Low horizontal 
tail; center vertical tail; rotor/wing 5 .  
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Figure 98.- Continued. 
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Figure 98.- Concluded. 
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Figure 99.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Mid horizontal tail: 
center vertical tail; rotor/wing 5. 
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Figure 99.- Continued. 
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Figure 99.- Concluded. 
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Figure 101.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Twin vertical tails;
horizontal tail at center fuselage; rotor/wing 5 .  
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Figure 101.- Continued. 
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Figure 101.- Concluded. 
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Figure 102.- Sideslip characteristics. Is o f f ;  = -100; 
rotor/wing 5. 
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Figure 103.- Sidesl ip  character is t ics .  Twin v e r t i c a l  tai ls;  
horizontal  t a i l  at center fuselage; it = -10'; 
0 = -loo; rotor/wing 5 .  
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Figure 104.- Static lateral-stability 
derivatives. Tails off; 
rotor/wing 5 .  
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Figure 105. - S t a t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y  
der iva t ives .  Twin v e r t i c a l  tai ls;  
hor izonta l  t a i l  at  center  fuselage; 
it = 00;  rotorlwing 5 .  
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Figure 106.- Static lateral-stability derivatives 
for combinations of 0 and it. Twin verti­
cal tails; horizontal tail at center fuselage; 
rotor/wing 5 .  
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Figure 107.- Lateral-control characteristics 
with rotor blades used for control. Twin 
vertical tails; horizontal tail at center 
fuselage; rotor/wing 5 ,  
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Figure 107.- Continued. 
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Figure 108.-Lateral-control characteristics 
with horizontal tail used for control. 
Twin vertical tails; horizontal tail at 
center fuselage; o = 00; rotor/wing 3 .  
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Figure 108.-Continued. 
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Figure 108.- Concluded. 
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Figure 109.-Effect of tails on dynamic-stability derivatives measured in rolling-
oscillation tests. Center vertical tail; mid horizontal tail; 0 = Oo;  
rotor/wing 5. 
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Figure 110.-Effect of azimuth location on lift 
coefficient and rolling- and pitching-moment 
coefficients for changes in model angle of 
attack. it = 0'; 0 = 0'; rotorlwing 5 .  
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Figure 111.-Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Tails off; rotor/wing 6. 
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Figure 112.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. Twin vertical tails; 

horizontal tail at center fuselage; rotor/wing 6. 
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Figure 112.- Continued . 
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Figure 112.- Continued. 
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Figure 112.- Concluded. 
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Figure 113.- Effect of blade sweep on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. 
Twin vertical tail; horizontal tail at center fuselage; 0 = Oo; it = - 5 O ;  
rotor/wing 6. 
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Figure 114.-Lift and drag characteristics of the horizontal tail (with cambered airfoil 
section) based on tail area. Twin vertical tail; horizontal tail at center fuselage; 
0 = 00; a.= 0’; rotor/wing 6. 
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Figure 116.- Sideslip characteristics. Twin vertical tails on; 
horizontal tail at center fuselage; it = -10'; 0 = -loo; 
rotor/wing 6. 
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Figure 117.-Static lateral-stability 
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Figure 118.-Static lateral-stability
derivatives for combinations of 0 
and it. "win vertical tails; hori­
zontal tail at center fuselage; 
rotor/wing 6. 
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Figure 119.- Effect of v e r t i c a l - t a i l  
on s t a t i c  l a t e r a l - s t a b i l i t y  derivatives.  
0 = -loo; rotor/wing 6. 
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Figure 120.- Effect of tails on lateral-control 
characteristics with rotor blades used for 
control. Twin vertical tails; horizontal tail 
= 00;at center fuselage; Sean rotor/wing 6. 
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Figure 121.- Lateral-control characteristics with 
rotor blades used f o r  control. Twin vertical 
tails; horizontal tail at center fuselage; 
rotor/wing 6. 
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Figure 121.- Continued. 
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O = Oo; rotorlwing 6. 
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Figure 122.- Continued. 
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Figure 123.- Effect of azimuth position on lift coefficient and rolling- and 
pitching-moment coefficients for changes in model angle of attack. 
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Figure 125.- Continued. 
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tails; horizontal tail at center fuselage; 
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Figure 132.- Lateral-control characteristics 
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Twin vertical tails; horizontal tail at 
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Figure 133.- Effect of azimuth position on lift coefficient and rolling-
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